
FOUR OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

 

 
Four Output Controller 

 
 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
 
Supports multi-cast Ethernet E1.31 
Four outputs of 4 universes each (682 pixels), WS281x type 
High performance controller, no dropped packets, scan rates up to 5mS 
Optional DMX/Renard output 56.7K, 115.2K & 230.4K 
Supports both 5V and 12V strings 
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FOUR OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

OVERVIEW: 
 
An FPGA is a poor man’s custom digital chip. These chips are much better suited to controlling 
pixel’s, since they can easily manage many processes at the same time. The best part of having an 
FPGA for the output of the pixels strings is that there are actually 4 output controllers that operate in 
parallel. So once the first byte of a message has arrived, the output machine is sending the data to your 
pixels. The controller only outputs the channels that you send, up to 682 pixels or 2048 channels per 
output. This is shown in the oscilloscope picture below, where the traces are 50, 200, 500 and 600 
pixels on each output starting at the top. The output time for each pixel is 30uS for output times of 
1.5mS, 6mS, 15mS and 18ms for the bottom trace. The slightly varying start times are due to the 
delays the arriving data over the Ethernet port. 
 
 

 
Oscilloscope Picture of the Four Outputs 
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FOUR OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

BILL OF MATERIALS: 
 
Parts installed by vendor (surface mount): 
 
Qty Value       Device        Parts  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

11  0.1uF       C0603         C1, C2, C4, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, C13 

2   1uF         C0603         C3, C5  

1   499         R0603         R1  

1   1K          R0603         R4 

5   10K         R0603         R2, R3, R5, R6, R7  

1   BEAD        BEAD          L1  

1   LED603      LED603        D1  

1   MJTP1243    MJTP1243      SW1  

1   TC1262-3.3V TC1262-3.3VBD U1 

1   10M02SCE144 10M02SCE144C8 U2 

 

Part to be installed by the user 

 

1   RSIP8       RSIP8         R8 (4608X-2-101LF) 

4   PTC_BOURNS  PTC_BOURNS    F1, F2, F3, F4  (Jameco, MF-R300) 

8   1935161     1935161       J1, J3, J4, J6, (1935161)  

                              J7, J8, J9, J11 

1   HEADER2X5   HEADER2X5     J2 (not required, pre-programmed) 

1   HEADER2X7   HEADER2X7     J15  

2   HEADER2X7   RIGHT ANGLE   J5, J10 (Samtec, SSW-107-03-F-D-RA) 

1   HEADER2X2   HEADER2X2     J16 (optional for RS-422 port) 

7   SHUNTS  

 

1   74HCT125DIP 74HCT125      U3 (SN74CHT125N) 

1   SOCKET                       (A 14-LC-TT) optional for U3 

1   SN75176     SN75176       U4 optional 

 

2   LAN8720 ETHERNET MODULES  

 

 

SWITCH & LED: 
 
 

As shown in the blue box. 
 
TEST SWITCH: The test button when pressed lights all of the 
LED’s to 1/4 brightness white. 
 
LED: The LED blinks at a slow rate, to let you know the board if 
functional. The off time of the LED will blink when data is 
present within it’s multicast address space. 
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FOUR OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

 
 
 
JUMPERS: 
 

Blue - Header for programming 
 
Yellow - Optional output type for DMX / renard RS-422 output, 
see below. Output for Renard and DMX are the pads shown in 
yellow.  
 
Green - Multi-cast base address, see below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Optional output type: 
 

 

Renard output at 56.7 Kbits/sec 

 

Renard output at 115.2 Kbits/sec 

 

Renard output at 230.4 Kbits/sec 

 

DMX output  

 
 
Multi-cast base address: 
 

 
This boards supports 127 unique base multicast addresses, starting at 16 with all of the jumpers 
installed. When a jumper is installed the value is a zero, when removed it is a one. 
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FOUR OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

The base address can be calculated by adding up the numbers of the jumpers removed and multiplying 
by 16. Some examples are shown below. 
 
0000000 - 16-31 (All the jumpers installed) 
0000001 - 16-31 
0000010 - 32-47 
0000011 - 48-63 
0000100 - 64-79 
0000101 - 80-95 
0000110 - 96-111 
0000111 - 112-127 
. . . 
1111111 - 2032-2047 (All of the jumpers removed 
 
IN USE: 
 

 
 
The input power for the controller is +5.0Vdc through the GREEN terminal block. Using an old phone 
or USB dongle works great. 
 
The input power for the pixels is shown in BLUE. This power can either be 5V or 12Vdc. The nominal 
PTC current limits support up to 3 amperes per output.  
 
There are four pixel outputs on the terminal block as shown in RED. There are three labeled outputs 
for each pixel string +V power, pixel data, and ground. 
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FOUR OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

The Ethernet cables can be daisy chained between the controllers. The Ethernet data is passed 
bi-directionally on the cables. However, the controller only looks for multi-cast data on the RX 
Ethernet port. So make sure that the RX/RECEIVE Ethernet port is towards the controlling computer. 
 
CONFIGURATION IN XLIGHTS: 
 

 
 
In Xlights each of the outputs can support up to four universes of output pixels. This example is with 
all of the shunts installed on the base universe address. In the example above the outputs are using 600, 
500, 200 and 50 pixels each for outputs 1, 2,  3, and 4 respectively. The DMX/RENARD output shares 
the last universe of the 16.  
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FOUR OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

Revision - : Baseline 
Revsion A : Corrected error in Samtec part number 
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